Mutually coordinated visualization of product and supply chain metadata for sustainable design
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In this paper, we present a novel visualization framework for product and supply chain metadata in the context of redesign-related decision scenarios. Our framework is based on the idea of overlaying product-related metadata onto interactive graph representations of a supply chain and its associated product architecture. By coupling environmental data with graph-based visualizations of product architecture, our framework provides a novel decision platform for expert designers. Here, the user can balance the advantages of a redesign opportunity and manage the associated risk on the product and supply chain. For demonstration, we present ViSER, an interactive visualization tool that provides an interface consisting of different mutually coordinated views providing multiple perspectives on a particular supply chain presentation. To explore the utility of ViSER, we conduct a domain expert exploration using a case study of peripheral computer equipment. Results indicate that ViSER enables new affordances within the decision making process for supply chain redesign.
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1 Introduction

With future environmental regulations imminent in the United States, companies are faced with the need to improve existing product systems for environmental performance, something which often presents difficult decision scenarios \cite{1}. The complexity of these scenarios is compounded once the supply chain is taken into consideration. Even after conducting a full-fledged life cycle assessment (LCA), it is still difficult to identify feasible redesign opportunities, including balancing cost and operational performance with environmental performance. Furthermore, interpreting a product system’s environmental profile has been a significant challenge since the release of the ISO 14000 series \cite{2}, which within provides general guidelines for conducting an LCA. To date, many impact assessment methods, such as the Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) Tool for the Reduction and Assessment of Chemical and other environmental Impacts (TRACI), express environmental impact through various impact categories, essentially presenting a multi-criteria decision problem for the practitioner. Even so, LCA has become the most accepted method for assessing the environmental impact of products, processes and systems. However, the ISO standards do not directly provide direction to the practitioner for conducting such analysis. As a result, discretion is often left to the practitioner.

Current LCA platforms and methodologies can inform redesign practices, but the lack of intuitive data representa-
tions create decision-related barriers. In order to overcome these challenges, we use guiding principles from the fields of visual analytics and information visualization (InfoVis), to develop an interactive visual analytics framework that supports eco-conscious redesign for supply chains. Our platform focuses on interpreting product-level attributes, such as LCA impacts, based on the structure of a supply chain and its product’s architecture. To this end, our framework offers dynamic visualizations of LCA data from multiple perspectives, allowing the user to discover anomalies and understand redesign implications. This allows decision makers to better understand the impact of redesigning a component and how the proposed change propagates through the rest of the product system. Our aim is to lessen barriers associated with the interpretation stage of LCA, enabling redesign-related decision making for stakeholders.

In order to demonstrate our framework, we present a prototype software tool, coined ViSER, Visualizing Supply chains for Eco-conscious Redesign. ViSER is an interactive visualization tool that provides an interface consisting of multiple mutually coordinated views providing different perspectives on a particular supply chain presentation. In this context, mutual coordination refers to maintaining a link of each user interaction with respect to each visualization output, including the resulting views as well as the back-end data. Throughout the development of ViSER, we focused on understanding how users interact with design data during the platform’s use. There exist trade-offs between software features and cognitive load [3]. The bridge between the two is significant in producing design tools that engineers with limited training in an application domain, such as environmental sustainability, can properly use.

The contributions of this work include (1) a data representation method that enables mutually coordinated visualizations for adjacency matrices of a product system and its supply chain, (2) a mapping scheme for visual variables to product and supply chain metadata, and (3) a visual analytics-based prototype tool for interactive exploration of supply chain metadata.

This paper presents a decision-making framework for eco-conscious supply chain redesign. Therein, we embed a methodology that enables users to balance multiple criteria associated with a product system, including its supply chain, for creating effective redesign scenarios. First, the motivation and related work surrounding relevant areas of research is presented. Then, we present the core methodology for obtaining relevant product metadata, appropriately mapping this data to visual variables, and visually presenting data representations to the decision maker. Finally, we present the implementation of our framework through the ViSER tool. In order to validate our method, we conducted a task-oriented user study consisting of expert participants from industry.

2 Motivation

Figure 1 provides a visual representation of a real-world supply chain network of computer peripheral equipment [4]. Within, all supply chain stages with their associated metadata are represented. Throughout this paper, we refer to ‘metadata’, or data about data, which describes variables and attributes associated with component and supply stage data types. In the context of product redesign, understanding the effects of changing a particular component with respect to the rest of its product system is quite difficult, as there exist both indirect and direct relationships with other network entities. When considering metadata associated with each node, such as material and manufacturing processes, the complexity for such redesign scenarios is compounded since these attributes could depend on spatial and temporal constraints. Hence, there is a need for the development of more effective and transparent techniques to represent these graphs in the context of redesign planning, enhancing the visibility of the data directly to the decision maker.

There have been efforts within current computer-aided design (CAD) platforms that offer retroactive features to help designers explore “what-if” scenarios for downstream design modifications[1]. In general, these tools simplify the redesign process by only allowing point substitutions, such as changing the material type, a single manufacturing process or the distribution mode of individual parts. Furthermore, there is currently no widely accepted method for determining how such changes influence the product system and its supply chain. As a result, it is necessary to provide a basis for designers to understand how a change in either domain affects the system’s overall environmental performance.

With respect to LCA, developing a weighting scheme for impact damage categories to aid in decision making is
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1 e.g. SOLIDWORKS Sustainability Xpress, Granta’s Eco Audit™
3 Related Work

Integrating product architecture with supply chain design is a complex problem. There has been considerable work in modeling products and their supply chains to further understand these systems. As an example, modeling supply chains as networks has led to the development of various criticality and complexity metrics to better understand supply network configuration [6]. In scenarios where large complex and heterogeneous datasets exist, such as product systems, visual analytics has proven to alleviate user cognitive load and expedite useful discovery by projecting emergent relationships between entities [7]. However, the application of these guiding visualization principles to engineering systems remains in a nascent stage. The following sections review relevant literature related to understanding and communicating the underlying structure of supply chains. For this, we look at prevalent engineering metrics and visualization techniques associated with product-related data.

3.1 Modeling supply chains

There has been considerable work targeted at modeling supply chains at various abstraction levels in order to develop and validate metrics, such as complexity measures. As an example, dependency matrices have been used to develop complexity metrics within project management [8], supply chains [9] and manufacturing [10]. Similar methods have been used to understand supplier network relationships through weighted adjacency matrices [11]. These efforts are from an operations research perspective and aim to measure static network attributes, such as modularity. Additionally, recent techniques have been developed to connect product complexity and supply chain impacts. Inman et al. studied the probability of disrupting a supply chain by relating the likelihood of an individual part missing within a specific supplier [12]. Wagner and Neshat established a method for assessing the vulnerability of a supply chain using a graph-theoretic approach with adjacency matrices [13]. Recent work has focused on proper visualization techniques for matrices, networks, or a combination of both [14, 15], suggesting that unsupervised frameworks alone are not the best option.

3.2 Visualizing supply chains

Supply chains have been studied as an application area within the information visualization (InfoVis) community. For example, Minegishi and Theiel represented supply chain interactions, such as cost trade-offs in production, within a causal loop diagram [16]. Recently, there has been a push to include geo-spatial data, often through geographic information systems (GIS), to visualize supply chains across multiple dimensions [17]. Hu et al. developed a framework for visually representing geographical attributes of a supply chain using a case study from the transport container industry [18]. In another example, Kassem et al. developed a visualization scheme for mapping relevant information to the progress of constructing a building, including the supply chain [19].

Other work focuses on developing platforms to aid decision making for supply chains. TISCSoft is a decision support tool to help optimize transportation infrastructure within a supply chain. Demand is shown by node sizing superimposed onto a map with distribution locations allowing the user to internalize multiple data entities at once [20]. Lin et al. described IBM’s efforts in representing traditional inventory management information in dynamic interfaces [21]. Others have used similar ideas to improve the environmental sustainability of supply chains, e.g. towards innovation potential [22] and modeling carbon footprints [23]. MIT’s Media Labs developed Sourcemap, a material-focused supply chain tool that allows the user to understand eco-costs per supplier [24]. Although Sourcemap provides an interactive visualization environment, the connection between projecting design changes to supply networks is missing. Sourcemap does not provide any detailed information pertaining to the product itself, making it a less viable candidate for a suitable decision software platform for engineers.

3.3 Aligning product architecture with its supply chain

Aiming to contextualize the aforementioned efforts within design practices, previous studies have focused on establishing methods that inform supply chain configuration based on product architecture. Hu et al. proposed a method to meet customer requirements related to product variety with a complexity threshold of its resultant supply chain [25]. Nepal et al. presented a weighted goal programming model to optimize supply chain structure based on product architecture [26]. Khan et al. presented a case study within the fashion design industry that aligns product design strategy with supply chain structure [27]. Ülük et al. investigated how product architecture, and modularity specifically, affect the performance of the supply chain [28]. Others have focused on the inverse of this research problem, through understanding how changes to the design of a product impact downstream activities.
3.4 Visually mapping engineering-related data

Although our work does not directly focus on change propagation within engineering systems, we incorporate such considerations into our framework. Existing work presents various methods for assessing the impacts on design changes within complex systems [29]. However, creating dynamic visualization interfaces that represent such metrics and, in turn, keep the human user in the sensemaking loop [30] is still in its infancy. Keller et al. [29] extend their work in change propagation with a few prototype visualization interfaces for use in design [31]. Giffin et al. investigated the use of the design structure matrix to assess change propagation through a complex engineering system [32]. Here, a visualization of an adjacency matrix of all proposed engineering changes was used to assess which specific entities are at particular risk. Other studies show a form of change propagation by visually representing hypothetical situations. Goodwin et al. developed a visualization tool for users to explore “what if” scenarios regarding their daily energy consumption in their homes [33]. Another study presented diagrams for illustrating relationships between entities within a development project to enhance design teams’ activities [34]. Additionally, NIST released a visualization framework for querying standards associated with sustainable manufacturing, which could be extended to complex supply chains [35].

Contributions from the InfoVis and engineering design communities seem to be separated in “silos”. Alternatively, efforts from the InfoVis community seem to be too focused on geo-spatial layout and do not display implications of supply chain changes to product architecture and vice versa. Our goal is to contribute to these efforts by incorporating guiding InfoVis principles within engineering design and, in particular, a sustainability context. We envision that our work can push towards a set of unified visual representations to aid in concurrent understanding of both product and supply chain structure [36].

4 Methodology

Our approach, illustrated in Fig. 2, consists of a data handling pipeline with the goal of projecting manipulable and easy-to-understand data schemes to the user. Given product and supply chain configurations in the form of adjacency matrices, we propose a framework for the interpretation of associated environmental data. Here, we present two separate modules, including a user-directed visualization interface and a back-end data representation engine. This section will detail data flow and operations through the exploration process offered by our framework. All process steps discussed are directed to developing a platform that enables interactive user sensemaking for the eco-conscious design of supply chains and their product systems.

4.1 Procuring data from existing databases

First, we assume that data is housed within a product database management (PDM) system carrying metadata associated with products and their respective supply chains. This information includes a complete Bill of Materials (BOM), comprising of material type and all primary, secondary and auxiliary manufacturing processes. Ideally, this inventory database would encompass relationships associated with entities of the product system and supply chain. For the product system, we can construct its graphical representation, through an adjacency matrix, representing structural relationships. With respect to the supply chain, its graphical representation is described through product flow from procurement to its eventual distribution.

Based on data from the PDM, life cycle inventory (LCI) inputs can be extracted for environmental assessment. In the future, we envision that existing LCA tools, such as GaBi and SimaPro, to interface with PDM systems for integrated analysis, potentially including real-time, parametric LCA. Within our framework, we extract LCI inputs based on the appropriate level of data granularity and conduct an LCA in order to procure data associated with significant damage categories. Our methodology allows for alternative assessment techniques, such as an economic input-output LCA (EIO-LCA2), particularly for situations where data is incomplete, or when the entire BOM is not available.

4.2 Presenting product entities as objects

A primary contribution of this paper is the idea of overlaying data attributes onto graphical representations of product entities. This fundamental step allows the user to directly interact with attributes. To this end, we develop a Data Representation Model (DRM) that organizes all product data, both directly extracted from the PDM as well as computed metrics, such as midpoint environmental indicators from LCA. Figure 3 provides a UML-based diagram of the data architecture presented throughout this paper. Here, we present both supply chain stages and product entities (i.e. components or sub-assemblies) as objects, which are aggregated into the supply chain and product system networks, respectively. All metadata procured from the PDM are handled as data attributes per object, such as an idNumber and manufactProcess. It should be noted that additional metadata can be

2http://www.eiolca.net/
incorporated into this framework based on the context and domain. Computed metrics are coded as separate functions, such as EnvImpact and ModClass, in which all input parameters are available from the object level or its composition, or its network structure. Our framework’s data architecture enables the assignment of visual variables to specific data attributes, such as node size and color. This is explained in more detail in Section 4.4.

Within the DRM, we implement several data related metrics to augment the sensemaking process: (1) a modularity index that defines sub-families within the supply chain graph, (2) a change propagation metric that represents connectivity for both the product and supply chain representations and (3) contextual LCA data. For the modularity metric, we recognize that there are various available assessment actively used throughout practice and research. In our model, we implement the Louvain method [37] since it does not require an initial estimate of the number of clusters and offers community detection with a non-weighted adjacency matrix.

4.3 Assessing connectivity for graphical representations

Here, we discuss techniques to estimate the propagated effect associated with a redesign change throughout the supply chain. Assessing the risk associated with a product’s architecture after an engineering change has been well studied as discussed in Section 3.4 [32]. However, to properly conduct a change propagation analysis, considerable knowledge of the product is required. As discussed, within a PDM system, the material and manufacturing attributes related to a product can be procured. Likewise, physical relationships between components are captured via an adjacency matrix.

Since the supply chain and product system can be represented as graphs, we can adopt accepted graph-theoretic techniques to assess the relative connectivity of vertices with respect to the entire graph. It is our assumption that redesigning more heavily connected supply chain entities would exhibit a more significant propagated effect. As a result, our metric is based on node degree. Given an adjacency matrix of graph, \( G \), we can compute the total number of paths of length up to \( k \) by Eq. 1 [38].

\[
\text{adj}(G^k) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \text{adj}(G)^i
\]  

The metric presented in Eq. 1 represents neighborhood closeness where directionality is not considered.

In the case of the supply chain graph, where edges have a specific direction, it may be more appropriate to account for directionality in order to avoid counting infeasible paths. As an example, PageRank offers a centrality assessment most applicable for directed graphs [39]. This is simply one assessment technique to judge the connectivity (or centrality) of vertices in a directed graph. For large networks, as an example, these metrics can be estimated based on specific graph attributes, such as material flow, supplier risk and cost.

4.4 Assigning visual variables to metadata

In order to map visual variables to appropriate graphical data, we recall Jacques Bertin’s original seven basic visual units: position, size, shape, value, color, orientation, and texture [40]. The idea is that adjusting the values of these visual variable types can inform the presentation of data. Choosing which visual variable would be most appropriate for representing various aspects of the information is critical. In order to guide selection, Bertin offered a list of visual variable characteristics: selective, associative, quantitative, order, and length. The first four characteristics classify visual variables into effective means of grouping data appropriately. For example, a selective variable should allow the decision maker to quickly identify a modified entity from all other entities. Bertin also provides an estimated resolution, or length, for each characteristic. As far as mapping the efficacy of each visual variable to each characteristic, Fig. 4 details which variable types are appropriate for specific characteristic schema [41]. Figure 4 also summarizes each characteristic per variable type with an example.
In the context of networks, we can leverage these guiding principles. Firstly, position plays a significant role in a supply chain network from two perspectives: the geo-spatial location of a particular echelon and its grouping with respect to other stages in the product system. The latter might help present specific network modules, or sub-assemblies. For quick surveying of metadata on supply chains, size can be used since humans can perceive differences in about 20 different values [41]. For observation across all entities in the network, a chart representation of criteria values can be presented to utilize position as its visual variable, which carries a theoretically infinite length for distinction. For grouping or qualitative assessment, color is appropriate and hence is relevant for describing supply chain echelon types, such as differentiating a product procurement process from a warehouse center. These established principles for graphical presentation guided our own selection for specific visual variables as representations for supply chain information.

Figure 5 provides an example of the mapping modes of visual variables to graphical representations as well as their limitations. If we assume the network in Fig. 5 to represent a simple product, wherein two sub-assemblies, i.e. [2-3-5-8] and [1-4-6], are connected via a common component, 7. Here, node position is representative of community membership and can be quickly conveyed to the user. The node size is directly proportional to a hypothetical metric and the color hue represents node type. It can be observed through the graph layout that Node 1 carries with it the highest value with respect to the criteria. However, differentiating Node 5 from Node 6, for example, is quite difficult. This demonstrates the significance of the perceived length of a visual variable. Though, size is theoretically infinite, it is practically limited [41]. To overcome this challenge, we provide an additional representation of the same data in barchart form.

In the next section, we introduce a prototype tool built in accordance with these guiding visual principles to ease the interpretation of environmental and performance metadata for supply chains.

5 Implementation: the ViSER tool

Here, we present ViSER, a prototype design tool implementing our framework. ViSER is an interactive visualization tool that provides a panel consisting of multiple mutually coordinated views providing multiple perspectives on a particular supply chain scenario. Based on the discussed challenges for designing environmentally efficient product systems we provide four requirements for our prototype tool:

R1: Augmenting the exploration process towards a potential redesign scenario.
R2: Mutually coordinating the selection of an entity in one graph with respect to the other.
R3: Aiding trade-offs between environmental and traditional performance metrics.
R4: Defining user-enabled eco-impact weighting schemes for results interpretation.

Throughout the presentation of ViSER, we refer back to these requirements for the purpose of clarity.

5.1 Implementation notes

This research prototype was built using Processing 2.13. In our approach, graphs are used to visualize relationships between supply chains and its subsequent product graph. It is important to allow user interaction within the graphs to handle large complex supply chains. Here, we propose using LCA data as node attribute data, since the nature of the data presents some interesting trade-offs due to its heterogeneity. However, this design tool can be used to visualize any data associated with supply chain entities.

5.2 Visual features for supply chain entities

To meet R1, ViSER allows for dynamic, quick surveying of node attributes in a user-centric manner. In general, the main cognitive anchor of the tool lies within the visual attributes of graphical nodes, including size, color and position. Each feature and its intent is explained below.

- **Color**: We use color to identify node type within the graphs. The default coloring scheme is based on supply chain stage type, e.g. component, assembly, and retail. Additional color options are available via a checkbox, including a coloring scheme based on a clustering algorithm described by Blondel et al. [37]. ViSER offers additional coloring options based on specific stage types.

---
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Fig. 6. Screen capture of the ViSER tool. Each feature of the ViSER platform is described as follows: (A) a directed graph that represents the supply chain network as the edges connected to the selected nodes are shown in red, (B) a representation of the product system graph oriented by a combination of force directed physics and user manipulation, (C) a panel with detailed information about the most recently selected item, (D) sparklines for each criterion with outliers shown in red, (E) a boxplot that provides a range of single score impacts per selection, (F) a comparison chart of impact categories for selected nodes, (G) change propagation results for selected nodes, and (H) the profile of selected node attributes, ecotoxicity. A demonstration video can be seen here: http://goo.gl/mTqbby.

- **Size:** Node sizing is directly proportional to the normalized value of a user-selected criterion (Fig. 6D). Node sizing in ViSER aids the user with respect to initial anomaly detection within the graphs.
- **Position:** We allow for dynamic node placement, where users can toggle a spring-force network layout engine. Alternatively, the user can select a tree layout for the supply chain, which features a representation for the parent-child relationships of supply chain stages. Aside from displaying nodes according to specific attributes, all raw data associated with a node can be accessed via the detail viewer, which is populated after selecting a particular node, as seen in Fig. 6C.

5.3 Change propagation metric

Within the tool, we also express an indicator for the change propagation of a selected redesign activity. For demonstration, we employ the change propagation metric (CPM), based off of Eq. 1 described earlier, where \( k = 2 \). As shown in Algo. 1, the CPM is calculated by summing each row except for the corresponding diagonal value of \( A \). The diagonal elements of \( A \) are omitted for the calculation because the CPM should represent the total number of connections between the \( i^{th} \) supply chain element and the other \( j \) elements, excluding its relationship with itself. The algorithm requires an adjacency matrix of a graph, \( G \), and outputs a column vector containing all CPM values.

Additionally, in order to visualize connectivity of a particular node, all neighboring nodes of a selected node are highlighted in red, as seen in Fig. 6A-B. This allows users to survey nodes of interest and quickly gain insight into each network’s structure. For the supply chain graph, when coupled with the tree layout visualization, the highlighting provides a macro-level perspective on its overall structure.

Algorithm 1: Implemented CPM calculation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data: ( G )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Result: ( CPM )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( A ← \sum_{m=1}^{2}[adj(G)]^m ) for all the ( i ∈ A ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{for all the } j ∈ A, \ j ≠ i ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( CPM_i ← \sum_j[A_{ij}] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>return ( CPM )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4 Visually comparing entity selections

Since one of the main goals of our platform is to compare different redesign alternatives, the ViSER tool offers
multiple visualizations for node comparison. In its current form, the prototype tool allows for comparing single node selections. Future iterations of the ViSER tool will allow multiple sets of nodes and path selections. Each visual representation illustrated in Fig. 6 is reviewed below.

- **Sparklines**: Anomaly detection is conducted by surveying the sparklines for each criterion, seen in Fig. 6D [42]. In the proposed case study, values that exceed five times the average of all nodes are highlighted in red.

- **Profile Barchart**: The profile barchart visually represents selected node values for ease of surveying. When two criteria are selected, the profile barchart splits into two adjacent charts, each representing one of the selected criteria. When hovering over a node, the appropriate bar within the chart is highlighted.

- **Clustered Barchart**: When two or more nodes are selected, a normalized barchart for multiple criteria is shown, as illustrated in Fig. 6F. This allows for direct comparison of multiple nodes across different criteria. Values here can be either expressed as a fraction of the maximum value in each category or only among the selected nodes.

- **CPM Barchart**: We compute the CPM based on each graph, both the supply chain tree and product system network, seen in Fig. 6G.

- **Single Score Barchart**: Based on pilot studies, we also included a barchart that shows a minimum and maximum value of the single score environmental impact. We compute differently weighted single scores based on four commonly applied TRACI weighting schemes [5].

- **Value chain viewer**: Figure 7 illustrates the value chain viewer implemented in ViSER. After right clicking an already selected node, the value chain for which that node belongs is highlighted within the supply chain. This allows users to quickly filter out entities within the supply chain.

Furthermore, as the user hovers over a node, the ID label associated with that entity is shown on both graphs to provide an understanding of its role in both contexts. Additionally, the edges directly connected to that node are shown in red to give a representative idea of the connectivity of that node. For example, a component that is shared across multiple sub-assemblies could be associated with several distribution pathways. The coordination of ViSER’s features provide multiple data exploration affordances, fulfilling R2 and R3.

6 Case study

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of ViSER, we conducted a case study on a supply chain for computer peripherals. Here, we describe the dataset used with necessary pre-processing work and limitations related to the data.

6.1 Dataset details

Here, we implement a supply chain example that is representative of the peripheral computer equipment industry released openly at INFORMS 2008 [4]. The original dataset provides the connectivity of each node in the supply chain, along with the cost and time associated with each supply chain stage. The original dataset also provides information regarding the average demand at each retail stage. Within each supply chain model, there are five entity types:

- **Dist**: a stage that stores and distributes an item.
- **Manuf**: a stage that manufactures or assembles an item.
- **Part**: a stage that procures an item.
- **Retail**: a stage that acts as a demand origination point.
- **Trans**: a stage that transports an item between stages.

For demonstration, this specific supply chain model was chosen since it consists of enough entities to provide interesting trade-off scenarios and, at the same time, does not cause significant graph layout problems. However, this prototype can be used to analyze any supply chain model that includes relationships between stages with minor pre-processing work.

6.2 Inferring product graph and eco-impacts

The original dataset does not contain information regarding the corresponding product system graph (or an adjacency matrix representing product structure relationships) associated with the supply chain. Hence, it was required...
to generate a synthetic product system graph that is representative of the actual adjacency matrix. The product system graph was generated by assuming that all manufacturing stages in the supply chain to be representative of sub-assemblies in the product system. In other words, the product graph in our implementation represents the physical relationships of all components and sub-assemblies. We argue that the resultant, synthetic graph still illustrates the utility of the tool and enables observation of user interactions.

Ideally, product information would be available in order to conduct a detailed life cycle assessment (LCA), in which each component is assessed based on its material, corresponding manufacturing processes, geometric information and transportation details. As we do not have access to this information, we conducted an EIO-LCA using the web-tool from Carnegie Melon University. Using EIO-LCA, we estimated environmental impacts associated with the cost of each stage in the supply chain. Since the impacts are calculated based on a purchasing price, many of the entity attributes related to environmental impact directly scale with their cost. A more detailed LCA could pose more complex trade-off scenarios.

7 Expert review of the ViSER interface

In order to validate the interactive features initially offered though ViSER, we conducted a user evaluation of the tool. The purpose of this study is to understand the applicability of the prototype by instructing participants to complete specific tasks related to metadata exploration. Since our goal was to elicit general concerns and issues from the participants rather than measure direct performance, we adopted an expert review approach. In general, expert reviews are known to be appropriate for situations where the interface or system to be evaluated required specific domain knowledge, such as product architecture and supply chains [43]. Typically, expert reviews are conducted using a small cohort of participants without an aim of strictly evaluating performance, such as time to complete a given task [44].

7.1 Apparatus and software

We conducted the user study on a Lenovo Y410p laptop with a 14” display. All user interactions with the software prototype were captured via a log file and an audio recording of each session was saved to capture intent. We periodically requested the participants to voice their opinions about each individual task and the interface at large.

7.2 Participants

A total of 6 domain experts (2 male, 4 female) were recruited to evaluate the applicability and usefulness of ViSER in an industry setting. All participants were employees of a leading provider of engineering consulting services and had prior experience in product and supply chain design. The cohort of participants exhibited a wide range of expertise level (1-15 years of experience) and age group (20-55 years old). We ensured that each expert had not been aware of ViSER or the overarching framework beforehand. Furthermore, experts were required to maintain confidentiality of the system and study amongst the other participants.

7.3 Tasks

Each expert was asked to complete 3 main tasks with the goal of evaluating various elements related to ViSER. Each user session began with a 15-minute discussion on the various tool features led by the proctor. Afterwards, each participant was given 5 minutes for familiarizing themselves with the interface. Therein, the experts could freely explore each panel and begin to understand how the tool’s features coordinate with one another. For each task, the initial orientation of the product graph was generic in order to allow for more “free form” exploration. This was essential for priming participants’ general understanding and fluidity with regards to the interface. Directly after each task, the participant filled out a NASA Task Load Index (TLX) survey in order to record user perception with respect to the following categories: mental demand, physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration [45].

• Task 1: Identifying the most critical supply chain entities: The proctor asked participants to rank the three most heavily contributing supply chain stages with respect to environmental impact. The participants were offered direction as to how to complete the task, either by using the clustered bar chart reflecting values from all impact categories, the profile barchart of a selected criteria and a weighted single score estimation that reflects across all damage categories. For the second part of the task, the participants are asked to rank the three heaviest contributors to environmental impact of a particular stage type, such as an assembly stage.

• Task 2: Selecting a feasible redesign opportunity: The participant was asked to choose a particular supply chain entity that presents an appropriate redesign opportunity, primarily targeting eco-impact mitigation. Here, the participant was encouraged to balance environmental impact metrics against traditional ones, such as stage cost and stage time. Further, the proctor reminded the users about the CPM, which provides a node centrality measurement for both the supply chain graph and the product system graph, separately. The participants were instructed that they should assume that an entity with a high CPM is more difficult to redesign since there are propagated effects across either network.

• Task 3: Investigating impacts of various value chains: The participant was asked to investigate a value chain of one component in the product system graph. The proctor instructed to use stage time as the criteria for emphasizing product system entities. The goal here was specifically to identify a value chain that has a low CPM and significant potential for environment impact mitigation.

After Task 3, the participants were asked to fill out a survey based off of the System Usability Scale in order to assess the efficacy of the tool itself irregardless of the task [46].
7.4 Limitations of user study

The main purpose of this study is to validate the usability of the prototype tool and evoke responses from the participants about the new interaction schemes enabled by the interface. Since (1) we are not measuring performance in terms of time required to complete a specific task, or any other quantitative metric and (2) our prototype is meant for exploration, a smaller participant population is valid [47]. Furthermore, the entire participant pool is from a particular company in industry. As a result, there might be some hidden biases in their interaction methods. Due to this small sample size, we can not make specific claims about how this tool compares to other alternative redesign assessment techniques. Even if the sample size was significantly larger, comparing our framework to alternatives is challenging because (1) we are not aware of similar existing methods for mutually coordinated visualizations of product systems and their supply chain and (2) the lack of real-world data prevents us from creating goal oriented selection tasks. In such settings, creating a quantitative comparison can lead to misleading results. Additionally, we see potential in the possible development of a synthetic benchmark that can better mimic real-world data. It is our hope that these developments will help address data availability and allow for quantitative comparisons between different methodologies present in sustainable design literature.

7.5 Results

Figure 8 summarizes the results of all 3 TLX surveys amongst the 6 experts. Therein, all users were pooled for each category and then normalized against the highest reported value amongst all tasks. The reported task loads were pooled for each category and then normalized against the highest reported value amongst all tasks.

Throughout the study, participants suggested specific
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**Fig. 8.** Results from each NASA TLX survey given after each task.
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Improvements to the interface. These will be implemented within the next version of ViSER, as detailed below.

7.6 Interface improvements based on user feedback

Based on participants’ suggestions from the user study, we will implement new features to the ViSER interface.

- **Interactive profile barchart:** Multiple users requested that the profile barchart be interactive and dynamic. For the task of finding the heaviest contributor to environmental impact of the system, one user noted that it would have been much easier to simply click the three highest bars in the sorted barchart with the corresponding nodes being selected automatically. Another participant suggested that if a user is interested in a particular node type, the profile barchart should emphasize the corresponding entries that resemble assembly stages once that color scheme is selected. Both suggestions would enhance the interactivity of the interface and seems that it would quicken sensemaking.

- **Scaling node size based on CPM:** In general, the overlaying of data on the graphs was most beneficial for users. As a result, some participants suggested to include both CPM metrics as options to control node sizing. A user-controlled text query in which inputs can be customized and include multiple criteria for node scaling might improve graph navigability. For example, if the user develops their own metric which carries relationships between cost, single score environmental impact and time for procurement, ViSER should allow direct overlay based on user-centered exploration.

- **Panel scaling and zooming:** Since this is a prototype tool, the interface is not very adaptable in terms of screen size and space. Even though it did not seem as if the size constraint affected the user studies in any way, it may be advisable to push towards a multi-window sandbox-like approach. This will potentially enable the dissemination of ViSER across a variety of visual interfaces, including tablets and large screen projectors. More user testing in how interactions scale to different display paradigms will be needed.

Improvements to the overall framework supported by ViSER are presented in the following concluding section.

8 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we have presented a novel visual analytics platform for redesign-related decision making. As an implementation of these core ideas, ViSER takes advantage of existing visualization techniques to create a user-centric environment to aid multi-criteria decision making. A case study of a supply chain representative of computer peripheral equipment was used to demonstrate the usefulness. The ViSER tool enables users to identify redesign activities that minimize total environmental impact. We conducted a expert review with participants from industry to validate the applicability and usefulness of ViSER with respect to the completion of targeted tasks. Therein, participants suggested improvements to the interface based on their domain expertise.

Additionally, our framework presents a possible solution for the interpretation of life cycle assessment data of complex supply chains with multiple impact categories. The extension of user-defined weights within the ViSER interface could also provide LCA experts with a useful analytical framework. To the authors’ knowledge, there is no benchmark yet accepted in the research community to handle the interpretation stage of life cycle assessment. With the advent of new open-source computer tools related to life cycle assessment, such as OpenLCA\(^3\), the development of applications aiming at facilitating decision-making beyond the presentation of data is more important than ever. To meet this need, we envision tools, similar to ViSER, to interface with inventory databases to aid environmental analyses. In the case of ViSER, we provide a visual summary of supply chain metadata to enhance the interpretation stage.

Future directions of the development of this framework will be focused on the implementation of direct operations on the supply chain and product graphs. For example, if a project stakeholder wants to delete, replace or modify a supply chain entity, the analytical model behind the visualization interface should update accordingly and present anticipated effects of that particular change. Posing such “what-if” scenarios will lead to improved, internal mental models of the decision maker. In other words, in the future, our framework can be used to introduce key learning scenarios to junior or novice engineers. The key causal relationships between graph entities can be defined by project or domain experts.

The notion of using ViSER as an exploration tool for broadening a set of possible improvements to the supply chain metadata to enhance the interpretation stage.

---

\(^3\)http://www.openlca.org/
chain can be extended through a collaborative decision making process. If multiple stakeholders are interacting with the same supply chain metadata, new forms of opportunities could arise. Since our framework tracks and stores user data interactions, this collaboration could be both asynchronous and synchronous as well as co-located and geographically distributed. We envision ViSER to enable this kind of collaborative work with the core goal to keep the human in the decision-making loop. More broadly, the potential benefits of implementing visualization principles in product design scenarios provide new directions for research of large, complex, and multivariate design-related data. In addition, design and manufacturing also provide rich contexts for human-computer interaction research, especially involving people with different expertise.
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